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Sea Tempest— 
Pipeline Burial System

Sea Tempest is an all new subsea pipeline trenching system
developed by The Engineering Business Ltd (EB) for Mondial
Contractors SA, the engineering and construction company
based in Tunis. After a successful Factory Acceptance Test at the
EB workshop in June, the Sea Tempest is due to be put to work
later this year on a pipeline route extending between El Awabed
on the Tunisian mainland and Chergui on Kerkenna Island in
the Mediterranean. 

The surface-powered jet sled uses up to 1MW of water power
to bury pipelines 1.5m below the seabed economically and effec-
tively.

“The Sea Tempest is a robust tool designed to bury pipelines
up to 14-in. in diameter in shallow water. The systems modular
construction allows future upgrades for larger diameter pipe and
increased burial depths” - said Michael van Zwanenberg, Lead
Engineer.

The system comprises 32 forward facing jets, 2 mid-mounted
eductors and 6 rearward facing nozzles. Trenching performance
can be optimized though control of water feed pressures and cus-
tomization of nozzle diameters throughout the machine. 

The passage of the pipe through the machine has been care-
fully designed to minimize overall stresses imposed on the pipe.
Rollers are used to detect top-of-pipe contact, relaying this infor-
mation back to the operator for assessment. The horizontal sepa-
ration between the jet legs ensures minimal pipe tracking loads
during single or multiple pass burial.

The tool is operated using EB's SCADA based control and
monitoring system including state-of-the-art touch screen tech-
nology. An intuitive graphical user interface provides easy moni-
toring of jetting functions and alarms from one screen. Further
screens provide enhanced operator command of the entire device
with the provision for on-the-job calibration, alteration of alarm
levels and system diagnosis.

The equipment has been designed specifically for Mondial
who plan to use it for projects offshore Tunisia and in other areas
of the Mediterranean and North African Coastlines.

For more details please visit  www.engb.com

C & C Technologies’ deepwater AUV, C-
Surveyor II™, was delivered to C & C’s corporate
headquarters in Lafayette, Louisiana on June 3,
2005.  C & C purchased the C-Surveyor II as a
base vehicle in November 2004 and has worked
diligently over the last six months to integrate and
build customized components for this next genera-
tion survey AUV.  

The design of the C-Surveyor II is modeled
after C & C’s existing state-of-the-art AUV, C-
Surveyor I, and includes a multibeam
echosounder, chirp side scan sonar, chirp sub-bot-
tom profiler, CTD system and a methane detector.
The Edgetech DW106 sub-bottom profiler on
board is customized with narrow transmit and
receive beams to permit significantly deeper seabed
penetration.  In addition to the sub-bottom profil-
er, C & C also has a Dynamically Focused (DF)
sidescan sonar system being specialized for installa-
tion in November 2005.  The DF sidescan sonar
will provide five times more resolution than tradi-
tional systems in order to identify smaller objects
located on the ocean floor. 

During the next month, C & C system engineers
will continue to integrate proprietary hardware
and software into the C-Surveyor II AUV.  After
the integration is complete, the C-Surveyor II will
be mobilized on C & C’s newly purchased 247-foot
Norwegian flagged vessel, M/V Northern
Resolution, and begin several surveys currently in
the queue.  Today, C & C is a worldwide leader in
commercial deepwater AUV operations with the
largest market share of any operator.  Over the last
four years, C & C has surveyed more than 42,000
line-km worldwide on 74 AUV projects.

C & C Technologies provides a variety of sur-
vey services including high accuracy Globally-cor-
rected GPS services, marine construction surveys,
high-resolution geophysical surveys and geotechni-
cal surveys including full laboratory testing.  For
more information regarding C & C Technologies’
services, please send email to
info@cctechnol.com.com or contact Jay Northcutt
at (+1) 337-261-0660.

C-Surveyor II AUV
Delivered to C & C
Technologies, Inc.
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